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Voice

Alla marcia funebre

In

R.H.

Alla marcia funebre

R.H.

\(3\)

L.H.

si - lence he lies up - on the

\(3\)

black waves

His
eyes, hidden in the moving

waters, And the

sea crying over his
bod

The last

dirge changed in his unknowing

car

But
never more to taste the cool mist and
never to feel the breath of
night

Ah

marcato e forte
black waves

His

eyes

hid-

den

in

the

mov-
ing

waters

And

the
sea crying over his body

The last dirge chanted in his unknowing
ear

But

he_never_more_to_taste_the

cool_mist_And
never to feel the breath of night.

smorzando